CEO MESSAGE
Don’t Let Uncertainty and Fear Change
Your Commitment to Public Health and the
Environment

When I first started
drafting this column in
late February, the world
was a much different
place. Winter was
winding down, Major
League Baseball’s spring training was well under way,
and we were looking forward to a change in seasons.
But in a matter of a few weeks, everything changed.
We were hit with a global coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic that introduced us to a newfound sense
of uncertainty and, yes, fear. Frequent hand washing
and sanitizing, social distancing, and quarantines have
become a part of our daily lives. Of course, this won’t
last forever. The pandemic will fade and eventually
end at some point, but one thing that must never fade
is everyone’s commitment to public health and the
environment.

So what can all of us do, even as we deal with COVID19, to show that we care and to keep our commitment
to be the partner and protector for our communities?

Look after yourself so you stay healthy.
For those of you that are able to work remotely,
stay connected with your colleagues and look out
for those that may need additional support or are
at risk of being isolated during this unique
situation.
Look out for people in your family, friends, and
members of your direct community that may be at
risk or in need of help, and offer assistance and
reassurance where possible.
Stay strong and positive.
I hope you enjoy this issue of The Source. Please take
care of yourselves and each other!
All the best,

STEPHANE BOUVIER
CEO
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Here at Inframark, our purpose is to ensure that we
provide clean and safe water to our customers by
abiding by the rules governing our water and
wastewater operations, namely the Clean Water Act
and the Safe Drinking Water Act. These regulations
exist to protect public health and the environment, so
compliance is important — not just to avoid fines and
penalties – but because we care.

Here are some important examples:

Water Reuse. One of Many
Solutions to Climate
Change.
BY JENNIFER FLIPPING, MARKETING MANAGER
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World Water Day may have come and gone (March
22), but the message this year was especially
important. To protect our health as well as the
environment, we need to adapt to the water
effects of climate change. And we all need to do our
part ― now.

drinking water in some cases.

As a water company, it is our mission to be the
partner and protector of the most critical resource
that helps communities prosper. Providing safe and
sustainable water and wastewater management is
at the very core of our business — and we take that
job very seriously.

Remember, water is our most precious resource. We
must use it more responsibly as operators and
end users. When we do so, we are doing our part
with other companies in the industry to promote
greater reuse of water for a more sustainable future
for all of us.

We realize that as the population continues to grow,
so does the demand for clean, safe water. This
demand has been depleting our natural resources at
a rapid pace as well as harming the environment.
One thing that we can do as a water infrastructure
company is help our clients increase the safe reuse of
wastewater.
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Every day, approximately 34 billion gallons of
wastewater is treated in the U.S. but less than 10%
of that is intentionally reused. Wastewater, when
reused, can be utilized to irrigate golf courses,
various landscapes, and non-commercially
processed food crops. It also can benefit powergenerated industries as well as create potable

One of our reuse water plants in St. Lucie County,
Fla., generates more than 100 million gallons of
reuse water annually that is used for irrigation
primarily for county owned properties.

Pandemic? No Problem!
Wherever We Are, Our
Employees Keep the Water
Flowing!
BY JENNIFER FLIPPING, MARKETING MANAGER

Many of our Inframark employees across the U.S.
are now working remotely in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, our frontline staff
that operates our plants is practicing social
distancing and proper health hygiene to remain safe
and compliant. No matter where our employees are
though, we can confidently say that we are still
accessible and are prepared to provide safe water to
the communities we serve.
For those that can work from home, we realize there
are many benefits but with that also comes its
challenges. Whether you are a parent or not,
juggling work life and home life in the same
environment as well as the lack of human interaction
can start to take a toll on your mental health.
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Here are a few tips to deliver results and avoid going
stir-crazy.
MAINTAIN A ROUTINE
Routines can provide structure to your day. Just like
you probably had a routine to prep for your day in
the office, you can recreate one for yourself at home.
For example, in the morning you could read your
emails and list your daily tasks while eating

breakfast. If you do this every morning, it will
become a habit and help you seamlessly transition
into your work schedule.
CREATE TIME BOUNDARIES
Working from home can cause your personal life
and work life to bleed into each other, so it's
important to draw firm boundaries of when you start
and stop working. Try to be consistent with what
hours you would work if you were actually going into
the office.
TAKE BREAKS
Remember those coffee breaks you would take with
a co-worker just to walk away from your desk for a
minute? Well those breaks are still ultra-important.
Taking a break clears your mind and gives you a
refreshed outlook. Go for a walk, grab a cup of tea,
but walk away from your computer for at least 10
minutes every so often.
USE VIDEO CHAT
Don’t just email. Break up the monotony. It’s
important to still have face-to-face interactions with
your colleagues and friends during this time.
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GET MOVING
It may seem like we are talking about exercise here,
which we highly advocate to stay healthy and
strong; however, it’s also important to find spaces in
your home where you can move around throughout
the day. Even if it means simply taking a call from
your phone somewhere other than your desk.
Need more ideas on how to better work from home?
Check out this great resource from The Center for
Workplace Mental Health here.

Accountability 101:
Compliance Is Never an
Option, Especially Now
BY MARCIA REUBEN, VP OF QUALITY & COMPLIANCE

Now, more than ever, the eyes of the nation are on
the safety of our water supplies. As essential
workers during this pandemic, we are facing some
unprecedented challenges to continue meeting all
the regulatory requirements for our drinking
water and wastewater facilities. Our state
regulators and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) understand the challenges we face
and will work with us during this time, but we need
to do everything reasonably possible to remain in
compliance.
This is a time when our key value of Accountability is
of utmost importance. We need to be accountable
to ourselves, our families, our clients and our
communities. We also need to be accountable to
our regulators and this means continuing to meet
our regulatory and permit requirements, even in this
challenging time.
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The most important step you can take to be
accountable and help your project stay in
compliance is to remain healthy. Your health and
the health of your families during this pandemic are
of vital importance. Please remember to take the
same social distancing measures and protections at
home as you do at work to ensure you and your
family remain safe so you don’t unknowingly bring
the coronavirus into the workplace.

Additionally, you can take steps to be prepared to
deal with some of the unique challenges you may
face due to COVID-19.
Contact your outside laboratories and ensure
they have staff available to analyze your samples
and can return results to you on a timely basis.
Have a back-up plan in case your lab does
experience a problem. If you don’t know where
to find a back-up lab, check your state website,
the National Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Program (NELAP) website or the
EPA website for links to a list of certified labs.
Check your sample sites to be sure you can
access all your required samples. If you have
concerns about the safety of a sample location
due to COVID-19, contact your state regulator.
In some cases, states have already issued
guidance on selecting alternate sites, particularly
for routine total coliform samples.
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If you are due to collect lead and copper samples
this quarter, think about deferring sample
collection at least for the next few weeks. Keep
in mind that if we are responsible for lead and
copper samples, we should not be entering
customers’ homes. The protocol is to leave the
sample kit with instructions at the door and pick
it up after the customer collects the sample.
Even so, the process involves multiple people
handling the sample kit, so workers should wear
gloves when handling the samples.

We are here to support you and help you address
any compliance issues that might occur during this
time. Don’t hesitate to contact our Compliance or
Legal teams if you have any questions or concerns.
Be accountable. Be prepared. Reach out for help if
you need it.
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Our Procurement team has been working hard
to ensure you have adequate personal protective
equipment (PPE), chemicals, and other supplies,
but some items are in high demand and even if
there are adequate supplies, transportation and
logistics may keep them from reaching you.
Continue to communicate any needs to
Procurement. Also, if you are purchasing lab
supplies, be sure you are checking expiration
dates on your test kit and standards before using
them.

Finally, documentation of any COVID-19 related
issues and the specific COVID-19 cause is extremely
important. This documentation will be needed to
justify any noncompliance to your state regulators.
Communicate these issues to your regulators as
early as possible, following the communication
channels that they have outlined.

BY JENNIFER FLIPPING

PURE
PARTNERS
Our Down-to-Earth Relationship
with One Tree Planted

This year, we celebrate the 50th anniversary of
Earth Day! The very first Earth Day was held on April
22, 1970, with the goal of raising awareness about
mankind’s role in protecting our natural world.
Today, we still make strive for that goal so we will be
able to enjoy our planet for years to come.
Inframark’s partnership with One Tree Planted has
been vital to our environmental sustainability
efforts and definitely stands out on this important
annual event. Our decision to partner with this nonprofit organization was simple — trees naturally
filtrate and purify our water as well as offset our
carbon footprint. Since becoming a partner two
years ago, we have proudly planted more than
10,000 trees across the globe in the areas that need
it most. We also have gotten our hands dirty on
several occasions at local planting events and our
support does not go unappreciated. Check out
what Rita Stevens, Chair of the Abington, Pa.,
Shade Tree Commission, had to say about her
experience with our Horsham staff.
“I want to share the positive impact that you and
your colleagues continue to have in restoring
local riparian woodlands. Beyond the direct
planting projects that you supported at Rockwell
Park and the Roslyn Boys and Girls Club, the Shade
Tree Commission recently directed your donated
funds to plant and protect trees at the Boy Scout
Game Preserve. This latter property is located
directly across Valley Road from the Meadowbrook
SEPTA rail station.

As you can see, it doesn’t take much to contribute to
a sustainable future. So, we challenge you this April
to venture outdoors (safely, of course) and enjoy the
scent of fresh air, plant a tree or a few, clean up
some litter, or simply enjoy nature!
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We discovered the need to plant trees in this area
just this past December, when our township staff
removed invasive vines and discovered a major
grove of dead ash trees that they subsequently
removed. Because of the funding that you provided,
we were ‘shovel’ and ‘material ‘ready to come right
back in and begin to plant trees. We took

advantage of the warm weather to get the first set of
123 trees planted. We used the funds you provided
to purchase the materials to protect the trees from
deer browse. (Otherwise, these trees would have
simply been deer food.) So, Thank you!”

PROJECT
SPOTLIGHT
IT’S BEEN HOW LONG?
SINCE 1985, OUR GILBERT
FACILITY CONTINUES TO
DELIVER!

The Town of Gilbert, Ariz., located 20 miles
southeast of central Phoenix, grew from a
population of fewer than 2,000 in 1970 to 242,000
in 2017, making it one of the most populous and
fastest growing incorporated municipalities in the
nation. As population growth exploded, so did the
need to provide cost-effective and efficient operation
at Gilbert’s Neely Wastewater Reclamation Facility
(WRF). The challenge was how to keep up with
demand while enhancing service levels and ensuring
efficiencies of operational costs.
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Inframark has successfully provided reliable, costeffective management, operations, and
maintenance services for the Neely WRF for 35
years. The facility includes a tertiary treatment
biological treatment process that uses 100% of its
effluent to irrigate municipal parks, golf courses,
neighborhood common areas, as well as recharge
facility basins.
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Inframark implemented a number of best
operational practices, including:
Reducing the Town’s reliance on outside
contractors for system maintenance and
upgrade.
Conducting periodic energy audits and
operational reviews at no additional cost.

Initiating a competitive bidding process to reduce
costs for chemicals and other materials.
Installation of a best-in-class data management
system for all plant operational data.
Strong process control and chemical
optimization.
The high standards maintained by the plant,
dedication to safety and staff, and new innovative
initiatives have attracted ongoing recognition for the
Neely WRF year after year. Impact and accolades
include:
Ongoing and sustained efficiencies and cost
savings.
Recognized as “Large Wastewater Plant of the
Year” by the AZ Water Association.
Countless safety awards.
Excellent compliance with all regulatory
standards.
More than 3,500 days without a lost time injury.

TECH TALK
Sink or WIMS™: Data Management
System Helps Inframark Manage a
Changing Workforce with Increased Data
Access
MATT HOYLE, OPERATIONS DATA ANALYST

Like many industries, the nation’s water and
wastewater utilities are suffering from what some are
calling the silver or gray tsunami. The nation’s
workforce depends on access to a qualified workforce
– particularly sufficient numbers of certified water and
wastewater operators that run the equipment and
control the treatment processes for drinking water,
wastewater, and stormwater. A looming shortage of
highly trained workers needed to maintain these
complex systems is occurring throughout the industry.
This shortage is due to both an aging workforce
eligible for retirement and an inadequate “pipeline” to
attract and develop new talent to work where they are
needed the most.
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This presents enormous challenges to communities
across the nation, particularly those in rural areas
without the workforce development infrastructure to
develop skilled staff.

This poses numerous challenges that we must face
head-on as an industry. Inframark provides a huge
benefit to small and mid-size communities struggling
with this very issue because we offer a pool of
resources, knowledge, certified operators, and policies
to pull from to ensure plants run efficiently and meet
regulatory compliance. Inframark realized early on
that access to data in a timely fashion is the key to
ensure that essential staff were making informed
decisions to control plant processes, sample schedules,
compliance, and chemical inventories. A data
management tool was needed to ensure success.
Inframark began implementation of a centralized
compliance data management system in 2017. We
chose the Hach Water Information Management
Solution™ (WIMS™) because the toolset provides our
facilities with a complete picture of water or
wastewater operational data in one location. Hach
WIMS™ provides a mechanism for our staff to make
decisions with confidence, which leads to an increased
ability to meet regulatory compliance and offer cost
savings to our clients.
The tool provides greater oversight of our operations
as an organization to be able to pull from:
A central, secure database.

